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Conan Conan The Barbarian
The fourth volume of the adventures of the legendary Conan the Barbarian, one of the
most iconic fantasy characters in history, on a rarified list next to Gandalf and Harry
Potter. Contains "Jewels of Gwahlur," "Beyond the Black River," "The Black Stranger,"
"The Phoenix on the Sword," and "The Scarlet Citadel." Penguin Random House
Canada is proud to bring you classic works of literature in e-book form, with the highest
quality production values. Find more today and rediscover books you never knew you
loved.
This 860-page collection contains all of Robert E. Howard's Conan the Cimmerian
stories published during his lifetime, contextualized with biographical details of their
author. The hardcover, a Multimedia Bundle Edition, includes the e-book and
audiobook editions as downloadable bonus content. Excerpt from Introduction: "When
the first Conan of Cimmeria story appeared in the pages of Weird Tales magazine in
December 1932, nothing quite like it had ever before appeared in print.Author Robert E.
Howard had been writing stories broadly similar to it for half a decade; but it was with
Conan, and the Hyborian Age storyworld in which he was placed, that Howard finally
fully doped out the sub-genre that would become known as "sword and sorcery," of
which Howard is today considered the founding father. "Conan's origins date back to an
experiment in 1926 titled "The Shadow Kingdom," featuring the character Kull, exile of
Atlantis. The idea -- Howard's great innovation -- was, at its core, historical fiction set in
a pre-historical period. That pre-historical period -- being, of course, lost in the mists of
time -- could contain anything Howard might like to include: evil races of sentient snakethings, sorcerers, undead creatures, demons walking upon the earth, anything. "In
other words, Howard was creating a secular mythology. "And as with any mythology,
secular or no, there would be a hero, a Ulysses or a Theseus, an exceptional man of
legend striding through that myth-world, sword in hand, righting wrongs and slaying
supernatural monsters and, along the way, providing metaphorical insight onto his
world and ours. "At the same time, he was finding success with another historical-fictionfusion innovation: The grim, savage English Puritan Solomon Kane. Kane's world was
the skull-strewn chaos of Europe and north Africa during the Thirty Years War, in the
early 1600s. Little enough is known about specific events during that dark time that it
was possible to take historical liberties with it as a storyworld, so that it could
accommodate dark magic, walking skeletons, vampires, magic staffs, and, of course,
N'Longa the witch-doctor. "Howard quickly realized he was onto something with
Solomon Kane. The first Solomon Kane story, "Red Shadows," appeared in August
1928 in Weird Tales, and readers loved it. Here was a dark, brooding world of menace
and witchcraft connected pseudo-genealogically to their own. It was easy for readers to
"take the ride" -- to suspend their disbelief and envision Kane's adventures as a part of
the real world. "But, perhaps the connection with the real world was too close. The
countries of 1630s Europe are well known; the causes of the conflict fully understood.
There was only so much Howard could do in Solomon Kane's world. Moreover,
Solomon Kane is just a hard character to root for. Unlike Kull, he is, not to put too fine a
point on it, really not a sane man. "So it makes perfect sense that after the shadowy,
prehistoric world of Kull and the dark, necromantic world of Solomon Kane, Howard
would combine these two precursors to develop a world that was far enough into the
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distant past to be free of actual historical constraints -- like Kull's -- yet close enough to
the present to still exist as echoes and legends in the world's mythologies. "And so
Howard created The Hyborian Age, circa 10,000 B.C. And to play the role of our avatar
as we explore this shadowy, almost-historical world, he gave us Conan the Cimmerian to tread the jeweled thrones of the Earth under his sandalled feet."
The final volume in a three-volume series containing the complete adventures of the
legendary warrior Conan includes "Beyond the Black River," "Red Nails," and other
action-packed tales of action, adventure, and sorcery. Original. 20,000 first printing.
Collects Conan the Barbarian (1970) #1-13, material from Chamber of Darkness (1969)
#4. The greatest saga in sword-and-sorcery history begins! Born on a battlefield in the
frozen lands of Cimmeria, Conan has spent his life fighting his way across the untamed
Hyborian kingdoms — sparing no man, woman or wizard his wrath. His adventures will
become legend. He will become king. He is - Conan the Barbarian! Roy Thomas and
Barry Windsor-Smith brought Robert E. Howard’s iconic creation to four-color life with
work that set new standards for comic book storytelling. Now, Marvel is honored to
present their epic sagas — painstakingly restored to match the majesty of the original
editions. In these early exploits, Conan ventures from his homeland for the first time,
honing his skills as a thief and mercenary — and above all, a warrior!
Reprinted as they originally appeared in the legendary pulp magazine Weird Tales from
1934 to 1936, this ferocious anthology gathers many of the barbarian's most famous
adventures: "Red Nails," "The Hour of the Dragon," and three others.
Collects Conan: Serpent War (2019) #1-4, Supernatural Thrillers (1972) #3. A Conan
event for the ages! The man named James Allison will die soon. It’s not his first death.
James has lived many lives, across many eras - lives he can recall in vivid detail. But
when a mysterious force reaches across time to engage his abilities to save all of
reality, an era-spanning quest begins! The serpent god Set plans to usher in an eternity
of darkness, and only four chosen warriors across time and space have a hope of
stopping him: Conan the Barbarian, Solomon Kane, Dark Agnes-and the man known as
Moon Knight! But where Marc Spector goes, will his own ancient deity - Khonshu - be
far behind? In an unprecedented comics event, Robert E. Howard’s celebrated
characters join forces alongside one of Marvel’s most fascinating heroes in a saga built
on lore from across time itself!
Featuring character profiles, maps, art from original paperbacks, and more, this is the
first and only fully illustrated guide to Robert E. Howard's epic fantasy world of Hyboria
and to Conan, its greatest champion. Full color.
Battle runs through Conan's life like the blood in his veins. A stint with the mercenary
Crimson Company isn't enough to quench his furor - but perhaps consorting with Bêlit,
pirate queen of the Black Coast, can! Together, Conan and Bêlit will reave across
Hyboria's high seas and into the dark depths of its jungles. There, Conan will earn his
honored name - Amra - in one of the Cimmerian's greatest epics! Master storytellers
Roy Thomas and John Buscema follow with a saga that brings Conan, Kull and even
Red Sonja together! All the while, the struggle to reclaim Bêlit's title and lands from the
Stygians carries on! Also featuring an adaptation of Robert E. Howard's first Conan tale
- and a massive trove of rare bonus material! COLLECTING: CONAN THE
BARBARIAN (1970) 52-83, ANNUAL (1973) 2-3, GIANT-SIZE (1974) 5, POWER
RECORDS 31
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Know Again, O Reader... In thousands of four-color panels for Marvel Comics, Roy
Thomas told the tale of Robert E. Howard's greatest creation, Conan the Barbarian.
Now, in this definitive biography and analysis, Roy chronicles Conan's comic-book life,
issue by issue, plot by plot, and artist by artist. For ten years, from October 1970 when
Roy and artist Barry Smith assembled the first issue of Marvel's Conan the Barbarian,
to October 1980 when Roy and artist John Buscema completed their last issue together
on the series, Thomas wrote of Conan's gigantic melancholies and gigantic mirth--as
well as the wars, the wenches, and the wizardry that bedeviled the Cimmerian from one
issue to the next. In this second of three volumes, Roy Thomas explains the creative
process behind nearly 50 issues (#52-#100) of Conan the Barbarian. Roy talks about
how he plotted and scripted each issue, devised new adventures for Conan that
expanded Howard's original stories into a world-spanning epic, and worked with such
Conan artists and inkers as John Buscema, Gil Kane, Ernie Chan, and George
Roussos. Whether you're a Conan fan or a comics fan, you'll enjoy this in-depth look at
a Marvel comic-book classic.
"This collection offers the first scholarly investigation of Conan, from Howard's early
stories, through mid-century novels and Schwarzenegger's iconic films, to the 2011
remake. Drawing on disciplines such as stylometry, archeology, cultural studies,
folklore studies, and literary history, the essays examine statistical analyses of Conan
texts, the literary genesis of Conan, parodies, Conan video games, and
more"--Provided by publisher.
Robert E. Howard is the creator of Conan the Barbarian, one of the most unforgettable
fantasy characters of all time. In this novel, one of the last of the Conan tales to be
published before the author's untimely demise, Conan's reign as king of Aquilonia is
threatened by a group that is plotting to depose him with the help of an ancient wizard
who has been resurrected through dark magic.
The greatest saga in sword-and-sorcery history begins - the saga of Conan! Born on a
battlefield in the frozen lands of Cimmeria, Conan fights his way through the untamed
Hyborian kingdoms, sparing no man, woman or wizard his wrath. His adventures will
become legend. He will become king. Roy Thomas and Barry Windsor-Smith brought
Robert E. Howard's iconic creation to four-color life with work that set new standards for
comic book storytelling. Marvel is honored to present their original epic sagas - all
painstakingly restored to match the majesty of the original editions. In these early
exploits, Conan ventures from his homeland for the first time, honing his skills as a
thief, mercenary, and above all, warrior! COLLECTING: CONAN THE BARBARIAN
(1970) 1-13 AND MATERIAL FROM CHAMBER OF DARKNESS (1969) 4
Savage tales of Conan the Barbarian by blockbuster creators! First, visionary artist
Esad Ribic writes and illustrates the never-before-told story of Conan's first journey
from Cimmeria! Fifteen winters in his homeland have toughened the young warrior, but
his greatest challenge lies ahead. Braving the elements without food, shelter or
weapons, Conan must learn to survive even as nature itself conspires against him!
Then, Frank Tieri and Andrea Di Vito send Conan on a hunt for a demonic sect in
Argos! But a hellish mystery arises - and he may very well doom the nation if he can't
solve it in time! And legendary Conan scribe Roy Thomas returns in a king-sized tale fit
for a barbarian! COLLECTING: CONAN THE BARBARIAN: EXODUS (2019) 1,
SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN (2019) 12, KING-SIZE CONAN (2020) 1
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Collects the classic early-20th-century fantasy tales that inspired the forthcoming
movies about Conan the Barbarian. Original. Movie tie-in.
The Hyborian Age meets the Marvel Age in this stunning gallery of classic Conan comic
art! The Cimmerian warrior made his comics mark at Marvel, and would hack and slash
his way through three decades of phenomenal full-color storytelling in Conan the
Barbarian and its many sister comics. This hardcover highlights the very best covers,
pages and pinups from legendary titles such as Conan the Barbarian, Giant-Size
Conan, King Conan and more - from the seminal masterworks of Barry Windsor-Smith,
to stunning interpretations by Gil Kane and Neal Adams, to a character-defining legacy
by John Buscema, to gorgeous latter-day illustrations by Silvestri, Kaluta, Mignola and
more! As Conan makes his highly anticipated return to the House of Ideas in 2019,
immerse yourself in the vibrant and vivid world of Conan the Barbarian, and experience
sensational sword-and-sorcery sagas in the Mighty Marvel Manner!
BARBARISM IS THE NATURAL STATE OF MANKIND, THE BORDERER SAID, STILL
STARING SOMBERLY AT THE CIMMERIAN.
Conan the Barbarian enters a new creative phase as J.M. DeMatteis ("Kraven's Last
Stand") debuts as series writer. He will take Conan to the magical city in the clouds,
Mreead-Zza; return fan-favorites Jenna and Murilo to the supporting cast; and team
with John Buscema on a set of stories pitting Conan against Eilaynia, Princess of Mist.
Then, Marvel legend Gil Kane takes the artistic reins for an extended run featuring "The
Creation Quest" saga, while writer Bruce Jones (Incredible Hulk) mixes a blend of
humor and horror. Plus: A story illustrated by titans John Buscema and Neal Adams, a
pair of Annuals by Roy Thomas and Thomas and Buscema's Conan of the Isles graphic
novel, reprinted for the fi rst time! COLLECTING: CONAN THE BARBARIAN (1970)
116-149, CONAN THE BARBARIAN ANNUAL (1973) 6-9, CONAN OF THE ISLES
(1988), WHAT IF? (1977) 39
Originally appearing in the pulp fiction publication "Weird Tales" throughout the 1930's,
Conan: The Barbarian complete collection is the complete collected stories of Conan
the Cimmerian as written by Robert E. Howard. This eBook, which is optimized for
Kindle, re-tells all 18 stories of Conan. Conan the Barbarian (also known as Conan the
Cimmerian) is a fictional sword and sorcery hero who originated in pulp magazines and
has since been adapted to books, comics, several filmsThe various stories of Conan
the Barbarian occur in the pseudo-historical "Hyborian Age", set after the destruction of
Atlantis and before the rise of any known ancient civilization.Stories included: Cimmeria
- A PoemThe Phoenix on the SwordThe Scarlet CitadelThe Tower of the ElephantThe
Slithering Shadow/ Xuthal of the DuskThe Pool of the Black OneRogues in the
HouseGods of the North/The Frost Giant's Daughter/The Frost King's
DaughterShadows in the MoonlightQueen of the Black CoastThe Devil in IronThe
People of the Black CircleA Witch Shall Be BornJewels of GwahlurBeyond the Black
RiverRed NailsThe Hour of the DragonThe Hyborian AgeRobert E. Howard- Biografy
and more!
Conan The Barbarian Vol. 1The Life And Death Of Conan Book OneMarvel
Entertainment
This collection contains all of Robert E. Howard's Conan the Cimmerian stories
published during his lifetime, contextualized with biographical details of their author.
This pulp-size softcover is the same physical size and layout as the original 1930s pulp
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magazines in which the stories first ran. This softcover edition includes a searchable,
sharable interactive PDF edition of the book as downloadable bonus content. Excerpt
from Introduction: "When the first Conan of Cimmeria story appeared in the pages of
Weird Tales magazine in December 1932, nothing quite like it had ever before
appeared in print.Author Robert E. Howard had been writing stories broadly similar to it
for half a decade; but it was with Conan, and the Hyborian Age storyworld in which he
was placed, that Howard finally fully doped out the sub-genre that would become
known as "sword and sorcery," of which Howard is today considered the founding
father. "Conan's origins date back to an experiment in 1926 titled "The Shadow
Kingdom," featuring the character Kull, exile of Atlantis. The idea - Howard's great
innovation - was, at its core, historical fiction set in a pre-historical period. That prehistorical period - being, of course, lost in the mists of time - could contain anything
Howard might like to include: evil races of sentient snake-things, sorcerers, undead
creatures, demons walking upon the earth, anything. "In other words, Howard was
creating a secular mythology. "And as with any mythology, secular or no, there would
be a hero, a Ulysses or a Theseus, an exceptional man of legend striding through that
myth-world, sword in hand, righting wrongs and slaying supernatural monsters and,
along the way, providing metaphorical insight onto his world and ours. "At the same
time, he was finding success with another historical-fiction-fusion innovation: The grim,
savage English Puritan Solomon Kane. Kane's world was the skull-strewn chaos of
Europe and north Africa during the Thirty Years War, in the early 1600s. Little enough is
known about specific events during that dark time that it was possible to take historical
liberties with it as a storyworld, so that it could accommodate dark magic, walking
skeletons, vampires, magic staffs, and, of course, N'Longa the witch-doctor. "Howard
quickly realized he was onto something with Solomon Kane. The first Solomon Kane
story, "Red Shadows," appeared in August 1928 in Weird Tales, and readers loved it.
Here was a dark, brooding world of menace and witchcraft connected pseudogenealogically to their own. It was easy for readers to "take the ride" - to suspend their
disbelief and envision Kane's adventures as a part of the real world. "But, perhaps the
connection with the real world was too close. The countries of 1630s Europe are well
known; the causes of the conflict fully understood. There was only so much Howard
could do in Solomon Kane's world. Moreover, Solomon Kane is just a hard character to
root for. Unlike Kull, he is, not to put too fine a point on it, really not a sane man. "So it
makes perfect sense that after the shadowy, prehistoric world of Kull and the dark,
necromantic world of Solomon Kane, Howard would combine these two precursors to
develop a world that was far enough into the distant past to be free of actual historical
constraints - like Kull's - yet close enough to the present to still exist as echoes and
legends in the world's mythologies. "And so Howard created The Hyborian Age, circa
10,000 B.C. And to play the role of our avatar as we explore this shadowy, almosthistorical world, he gave us Conan the Cimmerian - to tread the jeweled thrones of the
Earth under his sandalled feet."
Revised and updated edition with beautiful custom illustrations! Join Conan on his
many adventures from mercenary and thief to king as he smites demons, fights
wizards, battles against all odds, journeys to exotic lands, loves and lusts, uncovers
hidden mysteries, and always refuses to yield! This epic collection contains 18 of
Robert E. Howard's stories about Conan the Barbarian. These stories were originally
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published in Weird Tales magazine between 1933 and 1936. The Conan stories
included in the collection are: 1. The Frost Giant's Daughter (Gods of the North) 2. The
Tower of the Elephant 3. Rogues in the House 4. Shadows in the Moonlight (Iron
Shadows in the Moon) 5. Black Colossus 6. Queen of the Black Coast 7. The Slithering
Shadow (Xuthal of the Dusk) 8. A Witch Shall Be Born 9. The Devil in Iron 10. The
People of the Black Circle 11. Shadows in Zamboula (Man-Eaters of Zamboula) 12.
The Pool of the Black One 13. Beyond the Black River 14. Red Nails 15. Jewels of
Gwahlur (The Teeth of Gwahlur) 16. The Phoenix on the Sword 17. The Scarlet Citadel
18. The Hour of the Dragon (Conan the Conqueror) As an added bonus, also included
in the set are: Cimmeria--A Poem The Hyborian Age--Conan's World (This is Howard's
background essay on the world of Conan) For ease of navigation, the anthology
includes an interactive table of contents. The stories in this collection are ordered
roughly in chronological order from Conan's first adventures as a young mercenary
adventurer and thief to his final epic clashes as a king and are based on the Rippke
chronology. About Conan: Conan the Barbarian (also known as Conan the Cimmerian)
is a fictional sword and sorcery hero who originated in pulp fiction magazines and has
since been adapted to books, comics, several films (including Conan the Barbarian and
Conan the Destroyer), television programs (cartoon and live-action), video games, roleplaying games and other media. The character was created by writer Robert E. Howard
in 1932 via a series of fantasy stories published in Weird Tales magazine. Conan the
Character: Conan is a Cimmerian. From Robert E. Howard's writings (The Hyborian
Age among others) it is known that the Cimmerians were based on the Celts or Gaels.
He was born on a battlefield and is the son of a village blacksmith. Conan matured
quickly as a youth and, by age fifteen, he was already a respected warrior who had
participated in the destruction of the Aquilonian outpost of Venarium. After its demise,
he was struck by wanderlust and began the adventures chronicled by Howard,
encountering skulking monsters, evil wizards, tavern wenches, and beautiful
princesses. He roamed throughout the Hyborian Age nations as a thief, outlaw,
mercenary, and pirate. As he grew older, he began commanding larger units of men
and escalating his ambitions. In his forties, he seized the crown of the tyrannical king of
Aquilonia, the most powerful kingdom of the Hyborian Age, having strangled the
previous ruler on the steps of the throne. Conan's adventures often result in him
performing heroic feats, though his motivation for doing so is largely to protect his own
survival or for personal gain.
Conan the Barbarian is one of the most famed figures in fantasy fiction. With the
success of the new film starring Jason Momoa and Ron Perlman, the time is right to
revisit Robert E. Howard's classic stories. Presented in chronological order over three
books, all of Conan's life is here, from his wild adventures as a youth to the final tale of
Conan the King. Howard's tales of the wanderer, the reaver, the thief, the Barbarian
have never been surpassed. In this volume Conan learns the secrets of THE TOWER
OF THE ELEPHANT and the ROGUES IN THE HOUSE, meets THE FROST-GIANT'S
DAUGHTER and the QUEEN OF THE BLACK COAST and visits THE VALE OF LOST
WOMEN and THE BLACK COLOSSUS. A selection of other tales and fragments round
out this new collection of a classic character.
Conan the Barbarian by Robert E Howard Conan the Barbarian - Warrior, Hero,
Legend. Conan - Black-haired, sullen-eyed, sword in hand, a thief, a reaver, a slayer...
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Discover how it all began. Conan the Barbarian spawned a hundred imitators. Find out
why with these tales from his life. From the Tower of the Elephant to Beyond the Black
River, follow Robert E. Howard's greatest creation as he cuts a bloody swathe through
the history of Hyborea. Over 720 pages of epic action! All the original stories. "A hero of
mythic proportion, fashioned by a storyteller who helped define what a modern fantasy
should be" - Raymond E. Feist.
In the fabled city of Shadizar, Princess Tamaris hires Conan to recover the magical
gem known as the Heart of Ahriman. The Cimmerian warrior must vanquish the
princess's murderous henchman and face the sinister Guardians of the Horn, only to
confront the ancient power of the foul demon-god Dagoth.
The third volume of the adventures of the legendary Conan the Barbarian, one of the most
iconic fantasy characters in history, on a rarified list next to Gandalf and Harry Potter. Contains
"The People of the Black Circle," "The Slithering Shadow," "The Pool of the Black One," and
"Red Nails." Penguin Random House Canada is proud to bring you classic works of literature
in e-book form, with the highest quality production values. Find more today and rediscover
books you never knew you loved.
The many loves of Conan! Beyond his lusts for ale, battle and gold, there have been many
women who have captured the Barbarian's heart over the years. But nothing is sacred when
the Crimson Witch strikes - and twists what is truly best in life! Then, Conan returns home to
Cimmeria! But things aren't exactly as he remembers them... Is he that out of touch - or is he
falling right into the trap of the wizard Thoth-Amon?! "The Life and Death of Conan" continues!
COLLECTING: CONAN THE BARBARIAN 7-12
When you need to get rid of a Presidential candidate, you need THE SILVER BEAR.
Columbus, the most respected and feared hitman in the criminal underworld, has killed many
times using many weapons, including his bare hands. An assassin at the top of his profession,
immune to the pressure of his chosen life, gliding silently beneath the view of law enforcement,
he is what the Russians call a Silver Bear. When Columbus takes the contract on a
congressman running for President, he discovers that his quarry is tied to his own mysterious
past. Soon, he's fighting to stay alive - and to make sure his target does not . . .
In an Omnibus extravaganza that covers the entire run of writer Michael Fleisher's two years
on CONAN THE BARBARIAN, artist John Buscema turns in page after page of iconic artwork
-- often inked by the great Ernie Chan and by Big John himself! Buscema also takes a turn as
plotter, helping bring to life a series of exciting stories featuring Conan opposite some of his
most mysterious foes and an old friend: The scheming Jergal Zadh, the magic-wielding
Alhambra, the conniving Baron Vjerzak and Conan's old comrade Fafnir! Plus: two mighty
Annuals -- one pitting Conan against an ancient mystical menace and the other against a god
-- and a classic issue of WHAT IF? that asks the question: what if Conan was stranded in the
20th century? COLLECTING: Conan the Barbarian (1970) 150-171, Conan the Barbarian
Annual (1973) 8-9, What If? (1977) 43
Conan the Barbarian or Conan the Cimmerian is a fictional sword and sorcery character
created by writer Robert E. Howard in 1932 and published as a series of fantasy stories
published in pulp fiction magazine. Since then, it has been adapted to books, comics, several
films, television shows, vido games, role-playing games and other media. According to some
scholars, Howard's conception of Conan and the Hyborian Age may have originated in Thomas
Bulfinch's The Outline of Mythology (1913). This book contains three tales: THE HYBORIAN
AGE - the fictional setting for Conan. BEYOND THE BLACK RIVER - Conan is around 40 now,
and visits his homeland to learn that his old friends are fathers. Bored, Conan sets off for the
Bossonian Marches and becomes a Scout at Fort Tuscelan on the Black River, at the western
border of the newly conquered Aquilonian province Conajohara. RED NAILS - the last of the
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stories about Conan, and is considered a classic of Conan lore and is often cited by Howard
scholars as one of his best tales. It tells about Conan encountering a lost city in which the
degenerate inhabitants are proactively resigned to their own destruction. Due to its grim
themes of decay and death, the story.
A despot king, a dragon and a weird, completely enclosed city. Conan the Barbarian meets his
equal in the form of the pirate Valeria. A captain of the Red Brotherhood, she is a true
swashbuckler. This pulp classic, from the father of swords and sorcery, is a pulse-pounding
tale of a dwindling and trapped civilization. "Red Nails" is the last of Robert E. Howard’s
stories about Conan the Barbarian and a true fan-favorite. Robert Ervin Howard (1906-1936)
was an American author of a wide range of genres. He created the pulp fiction hero Conan the
Barbarian and is regarded as the father of the sword and sorcery subgenre.
"A new era for Conan! The barbarian has faced many foes since leaving Cimmeria, but the
greatest challenge lies ahead! Conan finds himself in a city in the mystical Uttara Kuru, farther
on the eastern border than he has ever traveled. And with a new city comes new dangers!
Unfamiliar with the language, Conan inadvertently agrees to be the latest entrant in the Great
Crucible! The people of the city support their foreign champion...but what deadly dangers does
the Crucible hold - and what will Conan sacrifice to overcome this ordeal? Equipped with only
his strength and wits, Conan must survive deadly traps and a cadre of rivals! What is the true
nature of the Great Crucible? And with only a local boy named Delian to translate for him, can
anyone - or anything - be trusted?"--Provided by publisher.
An action-packed collection of Conan the Barbarian’s wild adventures. In this unparalleled
collection from a literary mastermind, swordsman Conan the Barbarian faces powerful
sorcerers, deadly creatures, and ruthless armies of thieves. With his character Conan the
Barbarian, author Robert E. Howard single-handedly invented the genre that came to be
known as sword and sorcery. In this volume are eighteen Conan stories, including a classic of
dark fantasy, “The Phoenix and the Sword,” and the classic adventure “The Devil in Iron.”
These timeless stories feature Conan the raw and dangerous youth, Conan the daring thief,
Conan the swashbuckling pirate, and Conan the commander of armies, and bring to mind the
pulp tales that dominated the mid-twentieth century. The Conan the Barbarian Stories includes
“The Phoenix on the Sword,” “The Scarlet Citadel,” “The Tower of the Elephant,” “Black
Colossus,” “The Slithering Shadow,” “The Pool of the Black One,” “Rogues in the House,”
“Gods of the North,” “Shadows in the Moonlight,” “Queen of the Black Coast,” “The Devil in
Iron,” “The People of the Black Circle,” “A Witch Shall be Born,” “Jewels of Gwahlur,”
“Beyond the Black River,” “Shadows in Zamboula,” “Red Nails,” and “The Hyborian Age.”
This ebook has been professionally proofread to ensure accuracy and readability on all
devices.

Know, O Reader... In thousands of four-color panels for Marvel Comics, Roy
Thomas told the tale of Robert E. Howard
The life and death of Conan the Barbarian! The greatest sword-and-sorcery hero
of all returns to Marvel, but how long will he survive? Conan's travels have
brought him to the far reaches of the unknown, from his birthplace in Cimmeria to
the kingdom of Aquilonia and all lands in between - but just as his fighting
prowess lets him carve his way through life, so too does it attract the forces of
death! And few are more deadly than the Crimson Witch and the terrible wizard
Thoth-Amon! As beasts from the past rear their fearsome heads, the Barbarian
fights his final battle and meets his ultimate fate - but what lies beyond the veil of
life? Could it be... Crom?! Robert E. Howard's legendary barbarian's days are
numbered in an all-new saga, and Conan's destiny is forever changed! Conan
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the Barbarian (2019) 1-12
Collects Conan the Barbarian (2019) #1-6. The greatest sword-and-sorcery hero
of all returns to Marvel! From an age undreamed…hither came Conan the
Cimmerian, black-haired, sullen-eyed, sword in hand, a thief, a reaver, a slayer,
with gigantic melancholies and gigantic mirth, to tread the jeweled thrones of the
Earth under his sandaled feet. Conan’s travels have brought him to the far
reaches of the unknown, from his birthplace in Cimmeria to the kingdom of
Aquilonia and all in between. But as his fighting prowess lets him carve his way
through life, so too does it attract the forces of death! And few are more deadly
than the Crimson Witch. Robert E. Howard’s legendary barbarian stars in an allnew ages-spanning saga as the destiny of Conan — and King Conan — are
forever changed!
Roy Thomas' decade-long original run on CONAN THE BARBARIAN ranks as
one of the greatest in comic book history, and it was crucial in making Conan an
icon known the world over. In this Omnibus edition, Roy and his artistic
collaborator John Buscema bring the saga of Bêlit and her quest for the crown of
Asgulun to a conclusion. It's a tale that will forever change Conan's life. The
adventures that follow feature an even more savage Conan, fiercer than ever and
truly unbound. Also included are the Annual sequels to "The Hour of the Dragon",
a What If? tale that places Conan in the middle of New York City and a massive
trove of original art, essays and behind-the-scenes material. COLLECTING:
CONAN THE BARBARIAN (1970) 84-115, ANNUAL (1973) 4-5 & WHAT IF?
(1977) 13
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